
I’m going to talk about our experiences of determining sample size for an ERP 
experiment using sequential bayes factors
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Burning question for every scientist: How many subjects?

Power analysis may under-estimate or over-estimate sample size

Especially bad for something like ERP, which is time-consuming and expensive

Nice: only recruit as many subjects as necessary to provide evidence for/against 
hypotheses

This is called an optional stopping rule

And I’m going to give an example of how we applied it to an ERP experiment
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One way to do optional stopping is to compute a p-value after adding subjects and 
stop when p-value significant

VERY misleading if don’t take measures to control false positive rate

In this simulation by Simmons et al we see how the p-value varies as we add 
participants

Note that it dips below red line (0.05) at 26 participants. 

So we would stop recruiting, claim evidence for an effect  false positive

False positive rate inflated because essentially doing an unforeseeable number of 
multiple comparisons

Instead, I’m going to show you an example using Bayes factors
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To compute a Bayes factor…

Fit models representing competing hypotheses

BF = ratio of evidence for one model over the other

GIVEN THE DATA AND THE PRIORS

Scale: Ratio 1:1 indicates equivalent evidence for each model 

Depending on which direction we move away from 1 and how far, evidence increases 
for one model or the other
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Why is it ok to compute multiple Bayes factors when doing optional stopping?

Because of the BF’s interpretation

We’re comparing the “relative plausibility of two models” given data

Relative plausibility is not affected by how many times we compute Bayes factor or 
how many participants we add
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Applied to an experiment: Design called SBF

Decide a priori on Bayes factor cut-off

Recruit until cut-off reached

Option: set a maximum

Nothing new, seen a couple of examples in psycholing, but new and exciting to me

Now I’ll describe our example experiment
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Compared ERPs at unexpected words in strong vs. weakly constraining contexts

We looked at two ERP components:
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The first was the N400

Based on literature…
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The second was the post-N400 positivity

Based on the literature…
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Here is how our models mapped to our hypotheses:

Model 1 assumed constraint would predict amplitude – mapped to H1

Model 0 assumed constraint not a predictor – mapped to H0

BF = ratio M1:M0
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We determined our sample size like so

We decided on a cut-off of 10 based on priors / models

Stage 1 RR approved
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Unfortunately only 29 recruited so far

So I will present preliminary results
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Interesting distinction in pre- / post-PEAK   N400 amplitude

Maybe because of this, Bayes factor of close to 1

Can talk more about this in question time

Summary: At current sample size, unable to distinguish between N400 hypotheses
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There appears to be a PNP constraint effect in expected direction

Bayes factor already very close to evidence threshold!
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Just quickly, evolution of BF as sample size increases
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1. Imagine we had reached cut-off with 29 subjects! Saved a lot of resources, 
provided strong evidence for hypotheses

Would this mean that all ERP experiments only need 29 subjects? NO! Specific to this 
design, these models, these priors, these data.

2. Imagine we recruit to 150 and don’t reach cut-off, results will still be interpretable:

- Posterior estimates effect size
- BFs < 10 still interpretable
- BF < 3 (inconclusive) = tells us something about the adequacy of our design for 

answering the question

Thank you!
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